
Rok CUP SA 3rd Round… 

The 3rd Round of the Rok CUP SA is to be held at Zwartkops International Kart 

Raceway on Saturday 10th June 2017. On display will be the very best drivers from 6 – 

16 competing in the Micro, Mini, MSA Academy (Junior OK-DDJ) in South Africa 

participating and chasing the countries top honours! 

They will be joined by three invitation classes the Super Kart and GP Shifters and the 

Warrior 170 all three classes having the top competitors in their classes and age 

categories. 

Micro Rok 50cc: 

The Micro Rok class is currently led by Similie Zamxaka with Giovanne Otto, Ashton 

Martin, Nketo Ngobeni, Cruz Martin and Luviwe Sambudla breathing down his neck. 

With the addition of Mohammed Moerat and Kent Swartz entering the class there 

should be some fireworks on the day in the Micro Rok 50cc class. 

Mini Rok 60cc: 

The Mini Rok being the biggest National class (18 regular competitors) hosting the 

top drivers in South Africa between 8 and 13 are all on show in their Mini Rok 60cc 

Rok powered Karts. The current leader is Kwanda Mokeona followed by a group of 

fierce competitors (Kyle Visser, Leyton Fourie, Daniele Patrizi, and Nikolas Roos) it’s 

going to be close as anyone of these top competitors can win the South African 

National and Rok CUP SA titles.    

MSA Academy Rok OK-DDJ 125cc: 

The MSA Academy Trophy class led by Jason Coetzee followed by Jordan North, 

Cameron O’Connor, Wayland Wyman, Charl Visser and Kwanda Mokeona will be 

out to try and cement his lead with the rest trying to catapult their way to the top. 

The MSA Academy has proven to be the fastest125cc centrifugal class in South 

Africa due to the top drivers between the ages of 12 and 16 that South Africa has to 

offer competing for the Inaugural Rok CUP SA Championship. 

The MSA Academy Trophy class is the first class to be totally on an Engine Rental 

Scheme with the top 3 competitors exchanging engines with the bottom 3 after the 

qualifying session ensuring equal equipment.  

From the Promoters and Importers to the Rok CUP SA and Vortex Rok engines we 

wish all of the competitors and their parents the best of luck for the Rok CUP SA 3rd 

Round. 

 

 

 

 


